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(+44)1736795311

A complete menu of The Sands Cafe Carbis Bay from St John-in-Cornwall covering all 17 courses and drinks
can be found here on the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What User likes about The Sands Cafe Carbis Bay:
they get what pay for, this area is expensive, but it's location and affordable is balanced by the very dated rooms

and general decoration. the highlights are very close to the beach, clean and the staff was a joy. if you are not
looking for anyone, but close to the beach this is the one. We had difficulty finding the hotel, but they obviously

have 16 rooms on the back. the station parking space is not far and under... read more. When the weather
conditions is good you can also be served outside, And into the accessible spaces also come guests with

wheelchairs or physiological limitations. If you want to a cocktail after work and sit with friends or alone, The
Sands Cafe Carbis Bay from St John-in-Cornwall is a good bar, In the morning they serve a varied breakfast

here. Not to be overlooked is also the large selection of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, Particularly
fans of the English cuisine are excited about the extensive selection of traditional dishes and love the typical

English cuisine.
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Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

M�ica� Foo�
EMPANADAS

Coffe�
COFFEE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

ROAST BEEF

PIZZA

OYSTERS

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

HAM

BEEF

PRAWNS

CHEESE

PORK MEAT

SEAFOOD

CHICKEN

SCALLOPS

MEAT
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Opening Hours:
Monday 12:00-15:30
Tuesday 12:00-15:30
Wednesday 12:00-15:30
Thursday 12:00-15:30
Friday 12:00-15:30
Saturday 12:00-15:30
Sunday 12:00-15:30
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